


BIOSOFA
Snapshot of the company
Biosofa is the only producer of sustainable,100% organic and plastic-free sofas 
worldwide. We are the first mover in the natural living market segment with 13 
years of experience. 

Our strong multigenerational team have decennial experience in furniture, naval, 
marketing and entrepreneurship. At our fingertips is a mature Sustainable 
Technology, founded on Materials research developed in over 13 years. We 
provide recognized expertise in University Lecturing, Public entities Partnerships 
and Publications. 

Our products range from Custom Seating, Panelling, Complements and Beds for 
hospitality and naval, through Luxury shop-window display furnishings to our 
Direct to Consumer Biosofa Production.



BIOSOFA
Products / Services for CLIA

Custom furnishings and 
panels
We specialise in eco-sustainable 
proposals for custom furniture. Our range 
extends from Custom Seating, Panelling, 
Complements and Beds to private 
cinemas.





BIOSOFA
Contacts

Reference person: Davide Barzaghi 
Email: davide@biosofa.com
Telephone: +39 0362 542037
Mobile: +39 339 7830785

Web site: www.biosofa.com





BRAIDA SRL SB
Snapshot of the company
Braida offers:
• Technical development, industrialisation and production of sustainable bespoke 

seating;
• Tailor-made and budget optimisation approach, from the design to the finished 

product;
• Continuous consultancy and support in all phases of the process, maintenance too.

Why choose Braida?
• Braida helps you to transform your ideas into the desired products;
• Braida will be your technical and purchasing department for seating, not just a supplier;
• Braida is a Benefit company, highly engaged in concrete Sustainability and Social 

Responsibility: together we will give a better shape to new generations’ future



BRAIDA SRL SB
Products / Services for CLIA

Bespoke seating in the 
Cruise ship sector

• 14 years of experience in the cruise ship 
sector, 65 years in the chair production field;

• Based on the customer’s drawings and 
expectations, we develop sustainable 
custom-made products;

• Hundreds of moulds and solutions, fast 
technical development and prototyping;

• Eco-Design approach for easy maintenance 
and long-lasting products.





BRAIDA SRL SB
Contacts

Reference person: Lorenzo Braida 
Email: lorenzo.braida@braida.net 
Telephone: +39 0432 751122

Mobile: +39 333 830 5039
Web site: www.braida.net





BSA17
NATURAL STONE SHEETS
BSA17 is a brand promoted by the company             . We develop and sell an 
innovative natural stone cladding product: BSA17 natural stone sheets, an 
ultra-thin multilayer with a natural stone layer obtained by a tear-off technique.
What makes BSA17 natural stone sheets an innovative product is that they are: 
• Beautiful - natural stone veneers, with the same features in terms of texture
   and veining, yet each one different from the other
• Thin - only 0.5-3.0 mm thick, but not fragile
• Lightweight - only 1.75-3.00 kg/m2
• Flexible - they can be applied on concave, convex or non-flat surfaces
• Easy to handle, move and install
• Versatile - applicable on interior/exterior walls, doors, furniture, bathrooms,
   flooring and much more

COMPANY LOGO



COMPANY LOGO
BSA17
NATURAL STONE SHEETS

SMALL PICTURE

Our Product Range
3 types (backing):
• Regular: polyester resin and glass fiber
• Translucent: UV-clear polyester resin and 

glass fiber
• Eco-fabric: cotton and polyvinyl acetate 

copolymer glue

50 finishes (stone type): slates, micas, 
sandstones and marbles

Many sizes: up to 1.20 x 2.40 m





COMPANY LOGO
BSA17
Contacts

Reference person: Anna Palmieri
Email: commerciale@bsa17.it
Telephone: +39 059 894894
Mobile: +39 342 8304121

Web site: bsa17.it





CHIGO 
Fiorano (MO)
Since 1973 we have been trying to create well-being around the environment in 
which we live. We are  specialized in furnishings but with particular attention to 
eco-friendly materials capable of generating a friendly environment for all users. 
The practicality of our leather floors combined with the sanitary fixtures with 3 
liter water drainage, antibacterial, the mixer for the sink and the bidet capable of 
saving unnecessary waste of drinking water are just some of the solutions we 
are presenting at this event.A trip must be a unique adventure, with emotions to 
pass on to future generations: we create the environments in which to develop 
this dream.

            CHIGO    



CHIGO 
Products / Services for CLIA

SMALL PICTURE SMALL PICTURE

A trip, a dream
Patented leather floors with attachment 
and detachment from the floor support 
with great speed and ease. Our floors 
have been designed to give a particular 
distinctive sign to the cabins, such as to 
make an idea an excellent way of living. 
Bathroom fixtures are produced with a 
particular technology that pays attention 
to water saving and bacterial attack. The 
3 liter rimless drainage system allows for 
rapid cleaning and hygiene.

            CHIGO    



FULL SCREEN 
PICTURE



            CHIGO    
CHIGO 
Contacts

Reference person: ROBERTO CUOGHI  
Email: chigo.snc@libero.it
Telephone: +39 0536 843469 

Mobile: +39 339 2930384
Web site: www.prontoinfissi.net
                     www.whiteville.it 

http://www.prontoinfissi.net/




DAPHNÉ SANREMO
Snapshot of the company
Thanks to its sartorial commitment, DAPHNÉ is synonymous of Haute Couture for 
more than 50 years. A family of artisan’s whose creations speak of beauty and 
respect for nature. We support a local production chain creating virtuous circle to 
build together a future for fashion that is ethical, sustainable and inclusive, 
supporting a supply-chain network, production with AZO-free prints and recycles 
waste materials to reduce environmental impact. 
Today the company is in its second generation, with the aim of uniting the "Made 
in Italy" craftsmanship tradition with innovation to achieve a product of 
excellence, recognizable not only in fashion but also in furniture design. An 
evolution where quality is put before quantity and the hand of craftsmanship 
before mass production and, above all, a durable and timeless product is created.



DAPHNÉ SANREMO
Products / Services for CLIA

SMALL PICTURE SMALL PICTURE

SUSTAINABILITY & INNOVATION
Experience guarantees safety, excellence and 
beauty. DAPHNÉ Sanremo offers a complete 
customization service on its entire product range, 
interior design, uniforms crew, foulard and ties for 
company and events gift. Now more than ever, the 
accessories that become part of our daily lives are 
not just an aesthetic elements but are values that 
can make the difference by combining beauty and 
well-made with respect for the environment.





DAPHNÉ SANREMO
Contacts

Reference person: Barbara Borsotto
Email: info@daphne.it
Telephone: +39 0184509176

Mobile: +39 3472551059
Web site: daphne.it

mailto:info@daphne.it




GRUPPOEMMEBI
Italian Bespoke
GRUPPOEMMEBI creates, designs and implements customized and personalized 
solutions. It takes care of each project at a sartorial level, from the choice of materials 
and finishes to the creation of ad hoc elements, designed according to the specific 
needs of the client through a detailed study of the aesthetic, functional and stylistic 
context.
GRUPPOEMMEBI goes beyond the traditional relationships between interior design, 
product manufacturing and project management to deliver and tell unique stories.
Systemic and structured coordination of each work, a tailor-made customer oriented 
approach.

COMPANY LOGO



COMPANY LOGO
GRUPPOEMMEBI
Products / Services for CLIA

Identity
Reliability, GRUPPOEMMEBI is concrete, 
consistent and solid. 

Technicality, GRUPPOEMMEBI is 
competent, technologically advanced and 
brings out quality

Creativity, GRUPPOEMMEBI is creative 
thinking. Mind and action that come together.

Experimentation, made in Italy, tailoring, 
analytical and craft sensitivity.



FULL SCREEN PICTURE



COMPANY LOGO
GRUPPOEMMEBI
Contacts

Reference person: Paola Gallo
Email: 
paola.gallo@gruppoemmebi.com 
Telephone: +39 0362 1637225

Mobile: +39 3402445507
Web site: gruppoemmebi.com





MAXPELL
Italian Leather
We are a family of leather creators. We have been offering professionalism, 
experience and advice to the most important brands worldwide, for over 50 
years. 

Italian tanning guarantees extreme sustainability and the Made in Italy finish is 
that touch of style that is appreciated all over the world. 

We offer the expertise, the quality and the variety that we have been offering to 
the best Italian brands up to now.



MAXPELL
Italian Leather

Wide range of choices
The creativity identifies Maxpell since 
ever. We dedicate a lot of time to 
RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT. All the 
collections are created inside our Team. 
Perfor-MAX® luxury leather is the 
optimum choice to upholster the best 
boats. A high performance leather, 
optimal for both indoor and outdoor use.



FULL SCREEN PICTURE



MAXPELL
Contacts

Reference person: Nicoletta Monaco
Email: nmonaco@maxpell.it
Telephone: +39 039 2324560

Mobile: +39 339 1271779
Web site: maxpell.it

mailto:nmonaco@maxpell.it




RicetteGrafiche.it
Why replace … resurface
RicetteGrafiche.it srl is the leader of a consortium of companies specialized in 
refitting and boat wrapping with adhesive films & PPF. Our applicators are 
certified and our skills allow us to be first and foremost technical consultants 
during the project definition phase and during inspections. Our 8 years of 
experience and 22 certified operators can guarantee peaceful dry docks and, if 
necessary, non-invasive navigation activities.

http://ricettegrafiche.it/


RicetteGrafiche.it
Dry Dock Refitting

Why replace … resurface
Processing both in dry dock and at sea of: 
preparation of surfaces for application of 
films laminates adhesives & PPF
furniture - corridors - common areas - 
crew areas





RicetteGrafiche.it
Contacts

Reference person: Lorenzo Tronconi 
Email: tronconi@ricettegrafiche.it 
Telephone: +39 377 830724

Mobile: +39 335 6683485
Web site: ricettegrafiche.it

http://ricettegrafiche.it/
mailto:name.surname@company.com
http://ricettegrafiche.it/




Vanessa Cavallaro
Cristallerie di Altare 
Vanessa Cavallaro Cristallerie di Altare, established in 1982 by my parents in a 
region with a longstanding tradition in glass production dating back to the 
1200s. I specialize in stone wheel engraving, and since 1993, I've been crafting 
glassware and home decor items in both hollow and flat glass, blown and 
engraved, tailored to each client's specifications. Proficient in glassblowing, 
engraving, and gold leaf application, I've received numerous accolades including 
Master of Art and Craft in 2016, Ligurian Artisan in 2017, and inclusion in the 
Homo Faber Guide in 2018. In 2021, I was honored as a Master Artifex and 
Master of OMA. I've collaborated with renowned companies in Venice and 
Tuscany and have undertaken prestigious commissions from the OECD in Paris 
and clients in the yachting industry seeking unique and customized products.

COMPANY LOGO



COMPANY LOGO

Vanessa Cavallaro Cristallerie di 
Altare
Products / Services for CLIA

Type of products
Our glass productions for yachts offer a 
touch of personalized luxury. Water 
glasses engraved with shells or logos, 
making them exclusive. Upon request, we 
reproduce images with dedications to 
commemorate special events for the 
owner. Handmade for unparalleled 
elegance.



FULL SCREEN PICTURE



COMPANY LOGO

Vanessa Cavallaro Cristallerie di Altare
Contacts
Reference person: Stefano Angelini 
Email: angelini.cristallerie.altare@gmail.com
            info@vanessacavallaro.com
Telephone: +39 019 58 41 12

Mobile: +39 335 719 3612
Web site: vanessacavallaro.com

mailto:angelini.cristallerie.altare@gmail.com




WINEST
Top quality Wine Cellars

We’re passionate about designing quality, customised wine cellars. 
Fusing natural materials with refined design, we give life to 
one-of-a-kind spaces to satisfy all your needs.

We design and create customised, welcoming wine cellars to preserve 
your most precious wines by marrying functionality and modern 
beauty.

We use only the finest materials and the most advanced technology to 
grant your wine cellar an atmosphere of refinement and elegance.



Title of the page
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna 
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minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip 
ex ea commodo consequat.
300 characters (including spaces)

WINEST
Top quality Wine Cellars





Reference person: Paolo Panizzolo 
Email: paolo@winest.it
Telephone: +39 029106657

Mobile: +39 3394981722
    +41 0768340023

Web site: winest.it 

WINEST
Top quality Wine Cellars

mailto:paolo@winest.it



